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Gaussian Processes and semiparametric 
modelling for Bayesian Optimization: 

a benchmark study 

Problem definition: 
Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a tool for black-box optimization. It is a sequential global 
optimization technique and addresses problems of the form  

𝒙𝒙∗ ∈ 𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚
𝒙𝒙∈𝓧𝓧

𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙), 

i.e. the aim is to find optimal parameters 𝒙𝒙∗ that maximize an objective function 𝒇𝒇 over a
domain 𝓧𝓧 (Garnett, 2023). The gist of BO is to approximate the function 𝒇𝒇 we are trying to
optimize with a regression model that is uncertainty aware, and to use these uncertainty
estimates to determine what our next test point should be. It is usual practice to do BO
using Gaussian Processes (GPs) (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006). An alternative to GPs are
semiparametric models using for example splines (Eilers and Marx, 1996).

The aims of this thesis are as follows: First, state-of-the-art software for BO using either 
GPs or semiparametric models and the corresponding literature is reviewed. Then, having 
introduced both frameworks, pros and cons of the two modelling approaches should be 
investigated and benchmarked against each other in a detailed simulation study. Common 
functions for testing optimization algorithms should be used for this purpose (Finck et al., 
2009). 
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